COMMENTS

RESPONSES
Response to Comment I11-1

The County acknowledges these introductory comments; however, they do not
raise an issue concerning the environmental analysis or adequacy of the EIR.
Please see the responses below to specific comments.
Response to Comment I11-2

The Project is located within the County’s jurisdiction. The Project study area
was selected based on the County of San Diego Traffic Report Format
guidelines which indicate that local roads that receive 25 directional peak hour
Project trips should be analyzed. This resulted in review of potential impacts
in surrounding communities. Additionally, the study area was reviewed several
times by the lead agency, the County of San Diego, as well as reviewed for
locations outside of County jurisdictional boundaries, i.e., within the
jurisdictions of the City of Escondido (a nearby community) and Caltrans. Both
of those agencies reviewed the Project during public review.
With respect to the statement regarding LOS F on Country Club Drive, it is
noted that review of EIR Table 2.2-6 shows that in most instances the existing
roadway segment level of service (LOS A, B, C, etc.) remains the same when
Project traffic is added, with specifics where LOS F would occur along County
Club Drive addressed below. This would only occur when existing plus project
plus cumulative traffic is added together.
County Club Drive is abutted by a variety of developed uses and the roadway
edge is variously plain dirt, or contains some shrubbery or trees, which varies
widely by lot and type of abutting use.
For purposes of information, within the City of Escondido, impacts were
identified along a Country Club Drive segment (Impacts TR-1a and 1b), as
well as at the intersections of Auto Park Way/Country Club Drive and Valley
Parkway/Citracado (Impacts TR-8 and TR-9, respectively). For the Country
Club Drive/Auto Park Way area, possible traffic mitigation was identified
consisting of restriping and a signal change (M-TR-8); which, if approved by
the City of Escondido, would lower impacts to less than significant levels and
would allow the segment to operate more efficiently compared to pre-Project
conditions. This would all occur within existing road bed and signal. For the
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Valley Parkway/Citracado Parkway intersection (M-TR-9), a fair-share
contribution would be a possible traffic mitigation for the impact.
Specific to the small segment of Country Club Drive in the City’s jurisdiction,
adding the Project to existing conditions resulted in LOS dropping from C to
D. The LOS F identified in the comment is for that same segment and does not
occur only as the result of the Project. When existing, Project and cumulative
projects traffic is all added together, LOS E drops to LOS F.
As detailed in Subchapter 2.2 of the EIR, potential mitigation was identified
along Country Club Drive for less than 850 feet. Although design and final
effects assessment would need to occur in concert with the City, it is noted that
the great majority of this area is identified as “developed” for biological
resources purposes. Approximately 440 linear feet on the north side (where a
small slope is located between the road and the fenced parking areas associated
with uses along Opper Street and Myers Avenue) also contain small retained
areas of disturbed habitat, non-native grassland, and Diegan coastal sage scrub.
There could be a potential effect on habitat associated with installation of
improvements within those 440 linear feet; including a small amount of nonnative grassland, and Diegan coastal sage scrub. Mitigation requirement
approach and ratios are specified in Subchapter 2.3 of the EIR for both of these
habitats (M-BI-1a and M-BI-2b, respectively) and are subject to the
satisfaction of the wildlife resource agencies, as stated and the City.
However, it is noted that the City of Escondido is a lead agency under CEQA
for impacts within their jurisdiction, and it is Escondido, and not the County,
that has responsibility for approval/assurance of implementation of those
improvements. As such, the County cannot guarantee ultimate implementation
or timing of City of Escondido-approved mitigation. Therefore, the mitigation
measures identified above are not feasible. Thus, impacts within Escondido are
identified as remaining significant and unavoidable.
Within County jurisdiction, and also specific to the stated concern regarding
Country Club Drive, it is noted that the Project identified impacts at the
intersection of Country Club Drive and Harmony Grove Road (Impacts 2a and
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2b). Mitigation was identified associated with the southern approach to the
intersection, as well as payment into the County Transportation Impact Fee
(TIF) Program (M-TR-2a and 2b, respectively). The Proposed Project also
would add to cumulative impacts to one segment of County Club Drive in the
County: from Hill Valley Drive to Kauana Loa Drive (Impact TR-3), where
existing plus Project plus other cumulative traffic would result in LOS E
dropping to LOS F. This is not a TIF-eligible facility. As such, mitigation (MTR-3) is proposed on Country Club Drive to improve cumulative traffic flow
by providing a dedicated lane for left-turning vehicles at Eden Valley Road. As
stated in the EIR in Section 2.2.6, and in the Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA), this
would provide a refuge lane for left-turning vehicles, thus improving the flow
of northbound traffic and reducing the potential for vehicular conflict due to
the slowing of northbound traffic. The intersection is disturbed and contains
only non-native vegetation. No biological impacts would occur.
For both jurisdictions, roadway areas were reviewed against cultural resources
record search data (negative) and were surveyed for cultural resources in
conjunction with Native American monitors (also negative results).
Nonetheless, as required for all off-site improvements associated with the
Project (M-CR-1 and 2), monitoring also would occur during ground
disturbance. Potential for paleontological resources also was reviewed. The
areas appear to be wholly lacking in potential resources, or to have low
(minimal) potential for resources where undisturbed deposits are present. In
these areas, immediately adjacent to graded and paved roadbed, the potential
for impacts is considered less than significant. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.4, potential impacts are less than significant.
The comment also refers to the Wildland Fire Risk Analysis Report (Rohde &
Associates 2016) and its conclusion that Country Club Drive is the only viable
escape route. However, the report is presented out of context. In fact, the Rohde
& Associates Report indicates that there are four potential evacuation routes
available for ingress/egress north of Escondido Creek during evacuations.
Please also see the Global Response to Adequacy of Emergency Evacuation
and Access.
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Response to Comment I11-3

It is acknowledged that the Project is within a Very High Fire Hazard Severity
Zone (VHFHSZ) and that fact is referenced in the Project's Fire Protection Plan
(FPP; DUDEK 2016). Based on its location in a VHFHSZ, the Project is
required to analyze and provide for a level of planning, ignition resistant
construction, access, water availability, fuel modification, and construction
materials and methods that have been developed specifically to address and
mitigate issues of developing within a VHFHSZ. The Project meets and
exceeds these requirements.
Please see the Global Responses to Fire Hazards Impact Analysis and
Adequacy of Emergency Evacuation and Access.
Additionally, the fire scenario presented in the comment raises no new
information that was not evaluated by the Project and presented within the fire
technical reports. The worst-case conditions, based on realized weather and
fuel conditions, were modeled, historical wildfires were compared, and design
features were integrated into the Project based on that analysis. No revisions to
the FEIR are warranted as a result of this response.
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Response to Comment I11-4

Please see the Global Responses to Fire Hazards Impact Analysis and
Adequacy of Emergency Evacuation and Access.
The comments regarding fires in Portugal and Ramona are acknowledged.
These comments do not address the environmental analysis or adequacy of the
EIR and therefore a response is not required.
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Response to Comment I11-5

Fire and building codes specifically for homes and communities built in very
high fire hazard areas (Chapter 7A of the California Building Code, as
amended by the County of San Diego) have been developed to provide a high
level of ignition resistance and are cognizant that fire-fighting resources may
not be available at every structure. The structures in the Project have been
designed to ignition resistance levels necessary for the worst-case fire scenario
given the site’s fuels, terrain, and weather conditions.
The perimeter fuel modification zones (FMZ) and site-wide landscaping
restrictions, along with ongoing inspections and maintenance, separate
flammable vegetation from the structures by at least 100 feet and/or reduce the
fuel loads so that less heat is generated. Based on the inclusion of FMZs of at
least 100 feet, and up to 150 feet, none of the site’s structures would be exposed
to direct flame impingement. The structure setbacks and the multi-family
dwellings that concentrate living units within a smaller footprint, result in less
interface with wildlands and fewer resource needs for protection during a
wildfire.
Further, the multiple-unit structures require an enhanced fire sprinkler system
which is a structure protection system. Fire behavior has been analyzed,
compared to similar fire environments, and accepted by County Fire Authority.
The Project has been designed with a layered system of protections and
determined to include the necessary features to perform well during wildfires.
Response to Comment I11-6

This comment does not raise specific issues regarding the substantive
environmental analysis conducted within the EIR; however, the County
acknowledges the comment and opposition to the Project. The comment will
be included as part of the administrative record and made available to the
decision makers prior to a final decision on the Proposed Project.
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